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duly 7, 1966 

Dr. 701f Rosenberg, 
Department of Economics 
University of dtximtzhmiwit Canterbury 
Christchurch, N.Z. 

ear Dr. Rosenberg, 

NT reason in addressing you by surface mail is not penury, although we Vre quite 
broke end even a big success with this edition of MITE1VASH will only pay the printer. 
It is to give us en ides of the time required dlould others, especially bookstores, 
went copies. Airmail is frightfully expensive. It coat, as the celclosed receipt 
shows, :3.90 per copy, or ;',.3.00 more then you sent. 

Gradually, despite the .leejor efforts at auperes,ion, the book is taking hold. One 
distributor phoned for en additional 500 three weeke after getting his first supply. 
I hove been atterective to radio, apparently, end more recently to TV, on which I 
have been once in ',8shington and before you get this will have been in both i4ew York 
and l'hiledelphia. 

Thank you ,:or you interest and any you may 	eble to fost-r in 1143w Zeeland. I think 
you will find that, upon reflection, it is reasonable to assume that much more is 
here involved than the murder of the Preeldent or the ensuing whitewash. 

sincerely yours, 

Harold :edsberg 
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Yours, 

UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 

CHRISTCHURCH. 1 

PRIVATE BAG 
	

NEW ZEALAND 

30th June, 19bb. 

Dear Mr. Belfrage, 

	

00-4 0 	 Do you think you c.ould send me  

by fastest mail the book by Harold Weisberg -WHITEWASH? 

I am enclosing a cheque for 25 swiss 

francs which should cover the cost - please let me know 

if it does not. 

Incidentally - what happened in 

the Argentine? Another CIA plot as in Congo Brazzaville, 

	

Pakistan? 	The Iron Heel at work. But I suppose there 

is light at the end of the tunnel. Reminds one all too 

much of the period of the Great Reaction "The Holy Alliance" 

from 1815 to 1848. 

All the best and kindest 

regards, 


